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Autumn is a spectacular time of the year to be outdoors 
during the day. Give your eyes a treat and catch all the striking 
colours of nature at its showy best. Now’s the time to get 
in some great new outdoor furniture to relax in and enjoy 
nature’s extravaganza. 

We’ve made it easy for you to do that - our new KIAN Outdoor 
Catalogue, 2017/2018 is out! It contains only fully original 
design collections by world-renowned international designers, 
and we’ve added extended ranges to old favourites. A lot of 
effort has been put into making the Catalogue an exciting 
one, so we’re pretty certain you’ll find items that are just ideal 
for you. Ask us about any item that catches your eye.

Basket chair design by Enrique Martí
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TIME TO
CELEBRATE!
Autumn, the harvest season, is the most productive time 
of the year. But it’s also a time for revelling in the sense of 
completion after reaping the fruits of your labour.

This Autumn issue of our KIAN Newsletter celebrates the 
rewarding feeling of achievement. We have new designs that 
entice you to sit back, put your feet up, and just generally 
watch the world go by. You’ve earned it. 

www.kian.com/download

Download our latest 
catalogues & newsletter



ENRIQUE
MARTÍ 
AGUILERA 
Enrique is an Industrial Design Engineer who holds a Master in 
Design and Product Development from Cardenal Herrera, CEU 
University, Spain. His nine years with the Spanish company 
Andreu World SA, culminating in the position of Product 
Manager managing the Design and Technical department, 
rewarded him with extensive experience in the furniture 
business as well as with in-depth knowledge of market needs.

Since time immemorial, handmade hemp baskets have 
met human needs in countless ways: from storing food 
to cradling babies to trapping fish. Their rounded shapes 
are the inspiration for the very adaptable Basket Chair 
of contemporary design. Made of stainless steel and PE 
wicker, this comfortable outdoor chair stands out for its 
comfort, attractiveness and easy fit into almost any kind 
of environment.

• Outdoor

• Adaptable

• Stainless steel frame with PE wicker

Fancy feeling cosily suspended in midair when sitting 
or lying down? Like big cradles, the 1-seater, 2-seater 
and 3-seater in the Neo Collection all seem to dangle 
weightlessly in the air, supported at both ends by legs of 
sturdy teak wood or aluminium. The embedded stainless 
steel trays on the wide armrests of all seater versions can 
easily hold a drink or a book.The Collection is constructed 
of flat wicker on aluminium frames with foam cushions in 
Sunproof outdoor fabric.

• Outdoor or indoor

• Generous proportions

• Choice of teak or aluminium legs

• Optional throw cushion

(Front - Back) Neo 1-seater sofa & Neo 2-seater sofa

WHAT’S YOUR 
PREFERENCE?
Whether you’re just starting your day or ending it, the right 
choice of furniture makes a world of difference. If it doesn’t 
serve your purpose (and look good while doing it), then it’s 
probably time to consider changing it. 

Here are some really great ideas from some of our award-
winning designers. We’re featuring furniture that invites you 
to be comfortable whether you’re at work, having lunch or 
reclining after a hard day’s work, indoors or outdoors. 

If you don’t find something here that fits your needs, we have 
a whole lot more choices in our catalogues that we’re raring 
to show you. Send us an enquiry at enquiries@kian.com for 
more information.  

NEO BASKET
Design by Enrique Martí Design by Enrique Martí
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(Left - Right) Ratio Arm Chair with wicker, Ratio Chair with upholstery, Ratio Arm Chair with Artwood & 
Ratio Rocking Chair with Batyline

Ratio Sunlounger

Ratio Dining Table & Ratio Chair with Artwood

Ratio Barstool & Ratio Bar Table

Specifically designed for the outdoors, the Ratio Collection 
is a complete family and contains a Chair, Arm Chair, 
Dining Table, Barstool, Bar Table, Sunlounger, and even 
a Rocking Chair. Discreet and classically elegant, Ratio 
offers what its name implies: the natural attractive charm 
of balanced design and proportions. It’s at home in any 
environment. Place it anywhere and it will fit right in.

• Timeless design

• Made of aluminium

• Choice of Artwood, Batyline, wicker or fabric for seat  
   and backrest

• Chairs and Sunlounger are fully stackable

RATIO
Design by Enrique Martí
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Talk about being luxuriously lazy in your back garden! 
Everything about The China Bed (TCB) recalls the indulgent 
ease of opium smokers on their beds in China’s past. A 
sunshade keeps the sun from the eyes while one snoozes 
or reads and even getting up for a drink poses no problems. 
That’s because TCB has a slightly sunken tray for holding a 
cup or glass. Corner units can be combined to form a two-
seater.

• Modular

• Aluminium frame, nylon round wicker

• Adjustable sunshade

• Throw cushions are optional

• Indoor and outdoor use

As its name suggests, blending into the surroundings 
comes naturally to the Chameleon Chair. Or if preferred, 
make this cushioned and aluminium-framed lounge chair 
stand out in outdoor spaces. Just choose between a high 
backrest or a low one, bare or covered legs, and Sunproof 
rope, round nylon wicker or Batyline. It can even be an 
upholstered chair. And have we mentioned the wide range 
of colours available?

• Versatile

• Fully assembled

• Cushion in Sunproof outdoor fabric

• Highback and lowback versions available

TCB (THE CHINA BED) CHAMELEON
Design by Enrique Martí Design by Enrique Martí
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TCB Sofa (Left)

Chameleon 4L Chair

Chameleon High Back Chair



SILVIA
MARLIA
Originally hailing from Milan, Silvia Marlia has worked in 
various areas of the design field since 2002 for international 
companies as a furniture designer as well as a product and  
interior designer. Combining her passion for design and her 
educational background, she has run Sand (sandforkids.
com) since 2012, a high-end furniture and accessories brand 
for children. In 2015, Silvia launched in Shanghai a growing 
family of furniture for adults. She is also a visiting lecturer 
at the Insight School of Interior Design, Hong Kong, on the 
subjects of children's environment and furniture design for 
children.

Leaf Chair

The 1930s are back again in the re-interpreted Vienna 
Collection. The design and aesthetics of indoor furniture 
are brought outdoors, complete with aluminium castors 
for easy manoeuvrability in open-air spaces. In a 
contemporary twist, a shiny powder-coated aluminium 
mesh replaces the classic cane feature; all frames 
are made of aluminium; and the cushioned seats and 
backrests are in Sunproof outdoor fabric.

• Classic design

• Easy manoeuvrability 

• 2-seater Sofa, and Side Table

The Leaf Collection is designed as a tribute to nature and 
to the beauty, geometry and resilience of cactus plants 
which flourish despite very extreme conditions. Leaf Fan 
and Leaf Oval, which has a lower seat, are lounge chairs 
while Leaf Oblong is a slim dining chair. The footrest 
doubles up as a stool or as a side table to complement 
the chairs. The family of chairs is inspired by the shapes 
of leaves.
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LEAF VIENNA
Design by Silvia Marlia Design by Silvia Marlia

(Left - Right) Leaf Stool, Leaf Fan Chair, and Leaf Oval Lounge Chair
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Everything is big about this chair.  Like its name implies, the 
Gajah Chair (gajah means ‘elephant’ in the Malay language), 
offers an invitingly deep seat and a generously wide back, 
complete with two wings that resemble an elephant’s 
huge ears. This fully assembled chair sits on a solid beech 
wooden frame while the Lounge version has a metal mild 
steel frame. 

• Indoor chair

• Ample proportions

• Upholstered seat and back

• Solid beech frame (Chair), mild steel frame (Lounge)

Distinctly oriental in flavour, the Poly Chair echoes both 
traditional Japanese and Chinese furniture styles and the 
shared emphasis on nature and simple shapes. The rough-
hewn tree branches used in ancient furniture-making are 
replaced by a modern frame of refined solid beech, with 
polyester webbing for the seat. The Arm Chair version has 
an additional backseat feature for even more comfort.

• Refined interpretation of ancient homemade furniture

• Solid beech frame

• Available as Chair and Arm Chair

East meets West in the Dojo Chair. The purity of the 
chair’s design reflects both Japanese and Scandinavian 
furniture traditions which respect the beauty of nature and 
honour the skill of craftsmen who coax the highest value 
out of natural materials. The Dojo Chair has a solid beech 
or ash frame and a shell of bentwood and beech or ash 
veneer. Rounded edges, curved surfaces and a wide seat 
combine to present this timeless classic.

• Indoor

• Wide seat and backrest

• Fully assembled

• Timeless design

Imagine being able to change at any time the location 
of the backrest, the seat, the side table, and even the 
headrest of your furniture, and have it all still look good. 
Do it with the Lai, a fully upholstered lounge set which can 
be combined in countless ways to adapt to any indoor 
environment. 

• Indoor

• Adaptable

• Modular

• Wooden Side Table

• Ideal for public open spaces (hotel lobbies, universities,   
. museums, etc)

The Cap is a fun outdoor furniture item that serves two 
purposes. Sit on it as a stool, but turn it upside down and 
watch it transform into a flower pot. It’s a single design 
with a choice of two different materials, depending on its 
intended use. Choose LLDPE for lighter, easier transport 
from place to place as well as for more colourful options 
(ideal for events). Or opt for the cement version for more 
permanent placements.

• Dual function

• Choice of materials: LLDPE (rotary moulding) or cement

(Left - Right) Cap stool-A, Cap stool-B & Cap vase-B in rotary moulding 

GAJAH

POLY

Design by Hans Thyge & Co

Design by Enrique Martí

DOJO

LAI

CAP
Design by Enrique Martí

Design by Enrique Martí

Design by Enrique Martí

Gajah Lounge Chair

Gajah Chair
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THE SAME, 
BUT MORE!
Just when you think comfort can’t get any better, we’re 
surprising you. Three popular models get a make-over with 
added arm rests, more height and leg-room, and even new 
choices of materials. Check them out! 

This chair is an exercise in minimalism. Constructed of 
laminated plywood on a metal frame, the Ovni Chair is 
inspired by a simple geometric shape – the oval. The oval 
backrest is mirrored in the oval seat, both delicately curved 
to offer exceptional comfort. 

• Choice of powder coat, brushed finishing, bronze or gold 
.  hairline plating 

• New! Arm Chair and Barstool versions

Named after the goddess of truth in Roman mythology, the 
Veritas Chair truly gives ease a new meaning. The bigger 
proportions of this ‘traditional terrace’ style chair ensure a 
feeling of roominess and generously add to its comfort. The 
stackable Veritas Chair is the obvious choice for those who 
prefer their chair seat to be a little less snug.

• Affordable

• Industrial vintage style and contract look

• Designed for shaded outdoor use

• Mild steel with e-coating and outdoor powder coat

• Available as Chair and Arm Chair 

• New! Now also available with metal slats or Artwood    
   slats, and a Barstool version

Think of a tall, svelte lady in a form-fitting dress and that’s 
the Achilla Chair. The slender but sturdy frame holds a 
plywood shell that starts from a high backrest and fans out 
into the seat in one smooth, sensual sweep. Alluringly slim 
with a tucked-in waist where the backrest meets the seat, 
the Achilla Chair oozes an appeal that sets hearts racing. 

• Stackable

• Available in stainless steel or mild steel

• New! Arm Chair and Barstool versions

OVNI ACHILLA VERITAS
Design by Enrique Martí Design by Enrique Martí Design by Enrique Martí
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designers from all over the world. Our manufacturing expertise 
combines with their creative genius to produce authentic, 
original designer furniture that is exclusive to KIAN. Meet our 
two newest designers here.

Read also about our totally new line of upmarket residential 
furniture that is targeted at home-owners with select 
preferences. You won’t find these exclusive furniture items 
anywhere else except at KIAN.

MORTEN
GEORGSEN
Morten Georgsen is the founder of By Georgsen, the design 
studio established in 1992 in Denmark with headquarters in 
Valencia, Spain, and offices in China and Vietnam. He is a 
leading international design expert with a varied background 
in design and product management, marketing/advertising, 
and knowledge of speakers and lamps because of his nine 
years with Bang & Olufsen. Morten’s designs prioritise 
functionality and elegant simplicity. This down-to-earth 
approach has made him one of the world’s most successful 
furniture designers. Morten is also a jury member of the iF 
Design Award, which is among the most prestigious design 
competitions in the world.

The Raquel Chair draws its inspiration from the mesh 
and oval shape of a badminton racquet head, and adds 
a dash of charm to the design. With its shapely backrest, 
curvaceous wide-bottomed seat and rounded edges, 
Raquel oozes feminine appeal and is a joy to behold. The 
covered-outdoor chair is upholstered in Sunproof outdoor 
fabric and its mild steel frame is e-coated with outdoor 
powder coat.

• Elegant and functional

• Indoor and covered-outdoor areas

RAQUEL
Design by Morten Georgsen
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Multiple award-winning designer Jerry Low is the founder 
of A Balcony, a furniture design studio in Singapore. Since 
2000, Jerry’s speciality has been in the areas of commercial 
fixtures display, residential kitchens and wardrobe systems. 
His knowledge of and experience in these areas are reflected 
in his designs. Jerry’s work has been exhibited in various 
international furniture exhibitions that include Milan in Italy, 
Germany and New York.

JERRY 
LOW

The Album Collection adds a touch of class to living spaces 
through the clever use of materials and finishes. Even in 
open-plan places, private space and boundaries are quietly 
but distinctly implied by sleek side frames. Powder-coated 
mild steel frames highlight the elegance of this modern 
furniture set, a reinterpretation of classic furniture. The 
Collection includes a Sofa, Arm Chair, Coffee and Side 
Tables, TV Console, Stool and Bench, Desk, Shelf, Table, 
Chair, and Console.

ALBUM
Design by Jerry Low
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WHERE THE 
HEART IS
It’s often been said that one’s home is where one’s heart is. 
Recognising the truth of this adage, we’re thrilled to introduce 
a new premium range of furniture for the home under the 
KIAN Residence label. Discriminating home-owners who seek 
that something extra will find the exclusivity of these original 
designs for residences to be just what they’re looking for.

The Album Collection, designed by Jerry Low, is the first of 
many collections that will appeal to those with a taste for the 
best things in life. Watch this space for more top-notch ideas 
for the home in the near future.
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Lifestyle RestaurantsHotels

Dolly Dim Sum @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

PappaRich @ Auckland, New ZealandFlora by Crossroads Hotel @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Conrad Hotel @ Hong KongAspect Niseko Apartment @ Hokkaido, Japan

PastaMania @ CambodiaPullman Hotel New Delhi Aerocity @ New Delhi, India

X10 Khaolak Resort @ Phang Nga, Thailand

Yoshinoya @ Loyang Point, Singapore Crystal Jade Kitchen @ Junction City, Myanmar  
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F&B Brands

Burger King @ ThailandCarl’s Jr @ Mount Barker, Australia

Starbucks Coffee @ Lingnan Tiandi, Foshan, China Starbucks Coffee Reserve @ Jakarta, Indonesia
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Theme Parks & Cruises

Sunway Lagoon @ Selangor, Malaysia

Sunway Lagoon @ Selangor, Malaysia

Superstar Libra cruise ship Superstar Libra cruise ship

Superstar Libra cruise ship

McDonald’s @ Marine Cove, Singapore



Educational Institutions by LABOFA Denmark

Business Academy Southwest @ Denmark Silkeborg Business College @ Denmark

Silkeborg Business College @ DenmarkUniversity of Applied Sciences UCC @ Denmark

Herning Gymnasium @ Denmark
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RHB Digital Centre @ Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Offices

AirAsia RedQ @ KLIA2, Sepang, Malaysia Expedia @ Sunway Pinnacle, Malaysia

Expedia @ Sunway Pinnacle, Malaysia LBS Bina Group Berhad @ Selangor, Malaysia



A BACKWARD
GLANCE
Over the last few months, we’ve been busy adding to our already bulging 
portfolio of completed projects and satisfied customers, such as the Dining 
Space and Hotel Plus events in China. Take a look at our newest additions.

Dining Space 2017, ChinaHotel Plus 2017, China

Happy KIAN staff with happy customers from South Africa

New outdoor showroom at Foshan, China

Our Shop-in-Shop racking and podiums

KIAN customer trying VR 3D hotel room Showroom tour at Foshan, China

Happy KIAN staff with happy customers from Korea
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LOOKING
FORWARD

IN-HOUSE SHOW, FOSHAN
March, 2018

FOOD HOTEL MALAYSIA, KUALA LUMPUR
September 26-29, 2017

ARCHIDEX, KUALA LUMPUR
July 4-7, 2018

Don’t miss out on upcoming furniture 
events. Meet us next at:

See you there!

SHANGHAI, CHINA

GUANGZHOU, CHINA

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

SIFF17.09

www.kian.com/download

Download our latest 
catalogues & newsletter


